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Description 

This class will articulate the workflow of using ReCap Photo, ReCap Pro, InfraWorks, and Civil 
3D software to process imagery acquired from drones and unmanned autonomous systems to 
create point clouds, generate existing terrain, extract data, and create conceptual models. 

 

Speaker(s) 

Eric Vallejo 
Eric has been apart of the Civil Engineering and Land Surveying industry since 1999. As the 
Director of Civil Engineering within IMEG Corp., I am charged with providing our team with 
support, training, education and the development\maintenance of our production standards. I 
am a Land Surveyor Intern and am FAA certified to operate a sUAV under part 107. 
 
Ramesh Sridharan 
Ramesh has been working with reality capture point clouds, image processing, and machine 
learning based software development since 2001. With over 15 years of experience, he has 
successfully driven programs in research and development, technical sales, partner marketing, 
and customer analysis. He has experience working with customers to understand and set 
industry workflows which drive the technology forward. He is an expert in pushing technology to 
its limits and in converting research findings into products that users can apply to real life 
problems. He is a pioneer in the field of reality capture point cloud product development that can 
handle and extract information from a large number of 3D datasets. As a Principal Product 
Owner in the Product Development Group PDG since he joined Autodesk in 2014, Ramesh is 
responsible for information extraction from Reality Capture for AEC applications. Ramesh is a 
post graduate of Indian Institute of Technology with a research focus in Image Processing and 
Artificial Intelligence. 

Learning Objectives 

• Learn how to use ReCap Photo to process sUAS data and create a point cloud 

• Learn how to extract Terrain, Features, and Classify data using InfraWorks 

• Learn how to import InfraWorks data into Civil 3D 

• Understand the overall drone/sUAS imagery and point-cloud-data workflow using 
Autodesk products 
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ReCap Photo  

ReCap Photo is Autodesk Software primarily used to “stitch” imagery together and create a 3D 
point model; Photogrammetry 
 

What Is Photogrammetry? 
Photogrammetry is the science of making measurements from photographs, especially for 
recovering the exact positions of surface points. Photogrammetry is as old as modern 
photography, dating to the mid-19th century and in the simplest example, the distance between 
two points that lie on a plane parallel to the photographic image plane, can be determined by 
measuring their distance on the image, if the scale (s) of the image is known. 
 

 
Source: Wikipedia 

Data Processing 
1. After Flight, download photos, open ReCap Photo and Create a 3D Model Using the 

“Aerial” Method. (See Image 1) 
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 IMAGE 1 

 

2. Add Photos, If applicable, add “Ground Control Points” (GCP’S), observe\verify 
“Cloud Credits” required, then click on “Create”.  Select Output and set “Target 
coordinate system”; Click Start (See Image 2) 

 
IMAGE 2 
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3. Data will begin to process in the cloud and notify when complete. Processing time is 
dependent number and size of images (Avg >1 hour).  Result is a colorized 3D Model in 
the format of an “.rcm” file.  Additional tools available to edit, analyze and visualize. (See 
Image 3) 

 
IMAGE 3 

4. From the Dashboard, you can download the processed data locally (.rcm, .rcs\.rcp, .tif, 
report) 

5. The .rcp file is a ReCap file and can be used to visualize and edit the point cloud 
 

ReCap Pro 

ReCap Pro is Autodesk Software primarily used to convert point cloud data to a usable format 
for Autodesk product and can be used to visualize, analyze and edit point cloud data. 
 

Data Processing 
1. Open the .rcp processed by ReCap Photo (See Image 4) 
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IMAGE 4 

2. Within ReCap, Verify Coordinate System; make any necessary edits. (See Image 5)

 
IMAGE 5 
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3. The .rcp file can be directly imported within InfraWorks and\or Civil 3D 

 

InfraWorks  

InfraWorks is Autodesk Software used to process 3D data, design Civil infrastructure, and aid in 
analysis and visualization. 
 

Data Processing 
1. Create New Model.  Verify Coordinate System (See Image 6) 

 

 

IMAGE 6 

2. Within Data Sources, add a “Point Cloud” and browse to .rcp file (See Image 7) 
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IMAGE 7 

3. Next, Create “Point Cloud Terrain”. In most instances, “Optimum” settings will suffice. 
Start Processing (See Image 8) 
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IMAGE 8 

4. Use “Point Cloud Themes” to “Classify” data used to create the surface (Ground) 
along with data extracted (See Image 9) 

 
IMAGE 9 

5. InfraWorks Surface Model can be directly imported within Civil 3D 

 

Civil 3D  

Civil 3D is Autodesk Software used to design Civil infrastructure, aid in visualization\analysis 
and produce plan set documentation. 
 

Data Processing 
1. Within a new Drawing, establish a coordinate system and for this exercise, we’ll set our 

Units to “US Survey Feet” (See Image 10) 
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IMAGE 10 

2. Import in the InfraWorks Surface Model directly within Civil 3D using Ribbon (See 
Image 11) 

 

IMAGE 11 
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3. Using the command: mapiinsert, insert the ortho-rectified aerial photo create by 
ReCap Photo (See Image 12) 

 

IMAGE 12 

4.Civil 3D Drawing is now ready to analyze and create documents 

 
IMAGE 13 


